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Dance Heritage Coalition
		





DHC is a national alliance of institutions holding significant collections of materials documenting the history of dance. Its mission is to preserve, make accessible, enhance and augment the materials that document the artistic accomplishments in dance of the past, present, and future.
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Our History.  
		





DHC was founded in 1992 to address problems in documenting dance and preserving the record, problems which were identified in a study commissioned by The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and the National Endowment for the Arts. This study, titled Images of American Dance, recommended the formation of an alliance of the nation’s major dance collections to facilitate communication						
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Dance Heritage Coalition To Integrate Into Dance/USA
		









Artist's Legacy Toolkit
The beginning of your artistic career, the benefits of developing your archive include improving your organization's administrative efficiency, strengthening its self-knowledge, enhancing its public image, and contributing to scholarship and public education. 


		











Hidden Collections
7 archives and Dance Heritage Coalition (DHC) partnered to process sensual dance collections that are the Foundations of Dance Research.
Arizona State University,Dance Notation Bureau
,Jacob's Pillow Dance Festival,Library of Congress,Museum of Performance & Design,The Ohio State University,UCLA Library.


		











100 Dance Treasures
From 2003 to 2009, the Irreplaceable Dance Treasures were celebrated in a national touring exhibition through a collaborative exhibition to which the DHC archives contributed still images & video clips. This exhibit, which opened at The New York .


		

























Member Archives, Libraries & Museums
		





The Arizona State University School of Film, Dance and Theater in the Herberger Institute for Design and the Arts is the site of the Cross-Cultural Dance Resources (CCDR) Collections which stands as a monument to the study of dance in cultural contexts. 						
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Resources For Users
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Ultimate Party
Network
		





For most performance venues and entertainment attractions, records and archives are a not priority, we we developed this website to covers it all,		
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Secure Media Network
		





Dance Heritage Coalition has investigated ways to make records of dance entertainment more accessible, secure media network.		
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Moving Image Registry
		





In its Moving Images Registry, the Dance Heritage Coalition collects data on dance-related moving images films, analog videotapes.		
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DHC Searchable Finding Aids
		





Special collections, which often contain rare or unseen materials, are essential to find aid for scholarship programs for artists and entertainers.		























Latest From Our Blog
		





						
The Past and The Present of Striptease

December 6, 2022March 25, 2022
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What is the first bachelor or bachelorette party activity that comes to your mind? It surely involves a striptease! But are well acquainted with the past and the present of…
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Everything That You Did Not Know About Exotic Dance

November 7, 2022February 12, 2022
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Thousands of strip clubs open their doors everyday to millions of visitors. Though many do not consider this job respectable, there are plenty of dancers who stay close to their…
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Life Of A Professional Dancer: Career Options, Salary, Benefits, Challenges

October 9, 2022February 12, 2022
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Dance is an activity that is loved by all. Whether you are dancing casually or professionally, dancing helps in many ways to keep the body young and healthy. In the…
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Sensual Erotic Dance – Will This Dance Form Hypnotize You?

May 20, 2022May 14, 2022
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Sensual erotic dance is a unique and unparalleled dance form. It stands out among all the other dance forms for its bold and provocative nature. It can be highly entertaining,…
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Exotic Dancing – Learn More About This Bold Profession

April 6, 2022May 6, 2022
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Exotic dancing is an exciting and sensual art form. An exotic dancer is typically dressed in a bold and provocative way, and they highlight the power and beauty of their…
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Dance and Music – Learn How the Two Influence Each Other

March 28, 2022March 25, 2022
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Dance and music have always had an interesting and natural relationship with one another. Both art forms have enriched one another in many interesting ways. This exploration of the two…
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Amazing Secrets of an American Strip Club and Why People Love It

March 25, 2022March 25, 2022
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Your acquaintance with a strip club might be through a movie or music videos. People around the world have not set their foot into the fun and happening strip clubs…
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Want to Know How to Get Dance Jobs in Music Videos?

March 15, 2022February 14, 2022
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All of us have wanted to star in a music video at some point in our lives. The glamour and the larger-than-life display of art and the lifestyle is something…
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The Party Destinations Called Nightclubs

March 3, 2022March 25, 2022
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Our modern culture and clubbing go hand in hand. Everyone that you come across likes to unwind at a party and is living for the weekend so that they can…
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Busby Berkeley

February 13, 2022February 13, 2022
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“By a Waterfall,” from the film Footlight Parade (1933) exemplifies the spectacular scale of Busby Berkeley’s production numbers, which created geometric patterns out of female bodies. (FP-82; from the collections of the…
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Evolution of Dance and Its Role in Entertainment

February 13, 2022February 13, 2022
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Dance is one of the most exciting art forms that humans have come up with. Whether it is freeform dancing or sophisticated choreography, this art form always manages to keep…
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The Most Famous Dance Theatres Around the World

February 13, 2022February 13, 2022
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The stage is where an artist can express. And dance beautifully allows one to emote themselves and spread a message in the most effective way. It lets us bring forward…
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The History and Evolution of Gentleman’s Club

February 11, 2022February 19, 2022
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The Gentleman’s Clubs have a pretty fascinating and impressive history. They’ve been around for a long time, and they can be traced back to the late 1800s. So, what exactly…
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The Many Advantages Of Ballet Dancing

November 11, 2021February 12, 2022
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In this article, I am going to be talking about competitive dancing and also the world of ballet. The place of competition is definitely a very contentious issue indeed. A…
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The Exploration Of A Model Of Living : Heritage For Dance

October 13, 2021July 13, 2021
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This article is obviously going to be quite theoretical, and if you are somebody who is interested in the heritage of dance, you have come to the right place. It…
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Some Amazing Facts About Dancing That Will Blow Your Mind

September 12, 2021February 12, 2022
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In this article, I am going to be referring to some very awesome facts about the wonderful art of dancing. You are actually going to be surprised by a lot…
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Info You Need For Introducing Dance To Your Child

August 18, 2021July 13, 2021
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In this article, I am going to be talking about all of the advantages that come along with introducing the art of dancing to your child. Dancing is definitely a…
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Dance Styles and History

July 13, 2021February 12, 2022
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Dance is an art form to express your emotions with the help of purposefully recreating a sequence of body motions. It also involves aesthetics and symbolism that an artist and…
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What Our Customers
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